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ENGLAND’S DIFFICULTY. . . BREXIT
IS IRELAND’S OPPORTUNITY
Peter Kissel, National President

As we embark on 2019, two overarching, interrelated matters
remain uppermost in importance to the IAUC’s work: Brexit,
and preservation of the Good Friday Agreement. I believe that
the UK’s penultimate “own goal” will prove to be a huge impetus
for uniting Ireland, and also will be beneficial to the Republic of
Ireland in several ways. At the same time, I am not sanguine
about the serious problems Ireland is about to face regarding
the border and economically, as well as the existential threat to
the GFA.
Brexit has required an outsized portion of our energies and resources in 2018, and we can all be proud that the IAUC has responded with vigor and renewed commitment to our mission of
peace and justice in a re-united Ireland. As the situation in the
British Parliament has become more ludicrous almost by the
day, we have adjusted our strategy in response to the changing
circumstances. In particular, we have focused increasingly on
supporting Ireland’s insistence on the backstop, and, together
with the American Brexit Committee, pressing Congress to require that any new trade deal between the US and the UK include conditions mandating that the UK meet its unfulfilled obligations under the GFA.
(continued on Page 2)
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The Brexit discussion in Westminster has deterio- secret blueprint drawn up by Theresa May’s Brexit
rated on a steady pace for the past twelve months. adviser to allow Britain to unilaterally abandon
In December 2017, the EU and UK signed a Joint
guarantees over the Irish border.” The secret text
Report, whereby the UK agreed to avoid a hard
provided that “This Protocol shall cease to apply
border, “including any physical infrastructure or
[X] months after further notification [of the UK’s
related checks and controls” and that it will main- withdrawal] is received.” In interpreting this new
tain “full alignment with those rules of the Internal provision, the UK’s Attorney General concluded
Market and the Custhat the presumption shall
toms Union which,
be that the withdrawing
now or in the future,
party acted in good faith in
support North-South
declaring the Protocol to
cooperation, the allno longer apply. Inasmuch
island economy and
as the UK seldom acts in
the protection of the
good faith when NI is in1998 Agreement.”
volved, this text is deeply
As so often happens
concerning.
with the UK’s commit- This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA-NC
ments, however, when
The November 14 Withthe EU proposed legal text to implement the Joint
drawal Agreement between May’s Government and
Report in February 2018, the UK disavowed its
the EU was rejected decisively by Parliament on
agreement. Prime Minister May has since disJanuary 15 by a vote of 432 to 203, a historic defeat
played a withering lack of leadership and integrity. for any British government. Both hard-core BrexSpooked by a small minority of arch-Brexiteers, she iteers and Remainers opposed it.
prevaricated throughout the fall of 2018, as the EU
waited, postponing meetings repeatedly while
Which brings us to 2019 and the ongoing question
growing more and more impatient with the UK’s
of what will happen now. Parliament is wresting
disarray.
control of the process from May’s government. As
this is written, there is much talk of asking the EU
WITHDRAWAL AGREEMENT
for an extension of the Article 50 deadline of March
The EU ultimately gave ground on one point, po29 for the UK’s exit. Assuming the EU agreed to
tentially worrisome, leading to the EU’s and May’s this – which is not a given as it could complicate the
agreement on November 14 to a draft Withdrawal upcoming European Parliament elections and beAgreement which includes a “Protocol on Northern cause EU patience with Britain is very thin – it
Ireland.” The Protocol provides that it is applicable would accomplish nothing. The UK has not been
“unless and until [it is] superseded, in whole or in able to figure out an approach in almost three
years, and it is not likely to be able to do so in an“Inasmuch as the UK seldom acts in
other three months.

good faith when NI is involved, this text
is deeply concerning. “

LIKELY OUTCOMES
I continue to expect a hard no-deal over-the-cliff
crash landing Brexit. May is dead set against anpart, by a subsequent agreement,” but if the UK be- other referendum, and Labour leader Jeremy Corlieves the Protocol is no longer necessary, then the byn lacks the courage to force one. There is one
matter will be considered by a Joint Committee
possible way for salvaging the mess that May and
composed of EU and UK designates. If the Joint
Parliament are in. They should revoke Article 50,
Committee cannot agree on a decision (i.e., if the
and engage in a reasoned national debate over
UK wants to withdraw but the EU objects), then the whether to hold another referendum on the type of
matter is to be referred to a binding arbitration
Brexit the people want, if any. However, there are
panel whose decision is final.
huge practical problems of holding another referendum – it would take many months or a year to
The London Times soon revealed what it termed “A
(Con’t on Page 3)
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stage it. And how should it be worded? How many short-to-medium term, particularly meat and dairy
options should voters be given? Which options
products, which rely heavily on exports to the UK.
should they be? Etc.
Confidence in Ireland remains very high. For example, US biotech company Regeneron, which
What happens if (when) Britain crashes out with
manufactures medicines for a variety of health
no deal? It is likely to be every bit as bad for the UK problems including eye diseases, allergic diseases,
as wise heads are saying – sheer chaos. On January cancer and cardiovascular diseases, and already
7, the UK conducted an exercise (“Operation
employs 1,200 staff in Limerick, has just anBrock”) to test its readiness for shipping disrupnounced plans to invest an additional €200 million
tions. The test involved 89 trucks – less than 1% of in the city, with the prospect of creating hundreds
the 10,000 lorries that pass through the Dover port of more jobs. This is another indication that invesevery day – driving to Dover from a disused airport tors in Ireland are not rattled by Brexit.
in Kent to test the use of the airport as a holding
area for trucks to ease congestion. It was described Of utmost concern to the IAUC must be what will
by participants as a joke and a mess. One trucker
happen regarding the border over time. Ireland
summarized “The road where we go is not suitable
for 150 trucks. Locals use that road for work, for
“An important positive of the tortuous
the hospital. There’s no washing facilities. If they
Brexit negotiations has been that the EU
hold us here, where are the shops? Where’s the
has now seen up close (and personal)
food?” Further, residents in areas affected by the
operation described a nightmare of noise and polexactly how untrustworthy the UK is. “
lution rom a new lorry park. Meanwhile, the British Freight Transport Association estimates that a may get a lot of pressure from the EU to construct
delay of two minutes to customs processing could regulatory checkpoints. If so, there is reason for
cause 17-mile queues out of Dover.
concern about whether the Gardai will be sensitive,
or even-handed, since the newly-appointed Garda
Yet for Ireland, Brexit could be a net plus. David
director, Drew Harris, is a former PSNI official with
McWilliams writes in the Irish Times that “at its
a highly questionable history, whom Relatives for
core, Brexit is an act of aggression against globali- Justice CEO Mark Thompson described as “the leadsation; this will not be forgotten quickly by interna- er of a cabal of former RUC officers within the
tional investors. For Ireland, when your neighbour PSNI.” Mark explained further that “In terms of our
shows signs of deep political instability, all you
experience Drew Harris has at every opportunity
have to do is do nothing and you look remarkably sought to thwart families’ search for truth and acsane and thus attractive.”
countability when the state has
This is already playing out
killed people; whether at legacy
favorably. Financial firms are
inquests, civil proceedings and
flocking to Dublin: Bank of
most publicly with the ombudsAmerica, Merrill Lynch, JP
man who had to take the PSNI to
Morgan, Citigroup, Barclays
court in order to obtain intelliBank of China – to establish
gence necessary for that office to
or expand operations in Ireconduct legacy investigations.”
land, and new jobs are already being created across
Not surprisingly, the gendarmes
various sectors. Airbus CEO
in Ireland and the UK are fairly
Tom Enders told the London Times on January 25 leaping at the excuse to beef up their forces in the
“don’t listen to the Brexiteers’ madness which asNorth. The Irish Independent has reported that
serts that, because we have huge plants here [in
plans were discussed at a January 23 meeting beBritain], we will not move and we will always be
tween Harris and senior staff to deploy 600 gardaí
here. They are wrong.” Still, it is recognized that
Brexit will be very harmful to agriculture in the
Con’t on Page 4
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to police the Border if the UK crashes out of the European Union. Harris initially called the reports
“entirely incorrect,” then (presumably with a
straight face) immediately admitted that “The increasing deployment of gardaí to all policing regions including the Northern region is commensurate with a growing organisation.” Meanwhile, MI5

“the reason Brexit is doing so much
damage is not just that it is a mistake.
It is a reckoning.” The Economist
has stationed 700 officers, one
quarter of its personnel force, in
Belfast on the pretense of combatting Republican terrorism in the
wake of the recent dissident bomb
in Derry. On cue, within days after this news broke, former head
of MI5 Baroness ManninghamBuller told BBC TV4 on January 27
that “I am desperately worried...I
don’t think it is over in Northern
Ireland.” The UK’s propaganda machine to justify
the re-militarization of the North is underway in
full force.
An important positive of the tortuous Brexit negotiations has been that the EU has now seen up close
(and personal) exactly how untrustworthy the UK
is. That awakening should serve Ireland well as no
one will be fooled by Brit promises absent ironclad
written guarantees. Taoiseach Leo Varadkar on
January 25 underscored this awakening, telling
Bloomberg TV, “Why would we give up a legal guarantee and something we know will work in practice
for a promise to sort it out later, or a promise to invent technologies? That’s just not a serious posi-

“The McGuinness Principles highlight
the four principal commitments of the
Good Friday Agreement that the UK has
ignored. “
tion.” Given Britain’s long unsavory history of ignoring its obligations under the Good Friday Agree
ment and Ireland’s failure to hold them accountable, this is a welcome, long overdue develop-

ment. The Economist, that most British of intellectual magazines, wrote in its December 15 issue that
“the reason Brexit is doing so much damage is not
just that it is a mistake. It is a reckoning.”
If a transitional deal and a long-term agreement are
ultimately reached, with an ongoing UK-EU relationship satisfactory to both sides, the UK may well
revert to form when it comes to Northern Ireland
and try to ignore its obligations. However, in this
instance, a crucial difference from prior promises
such as the GFA is that the UK will have made these
commitments not only to Ireland, but to the whole
of the EU, and the agreement
will be subject to enforcement
measures (a major weakness
of the GFA). Any attempt by
the UK to shun its obligations
will meet stiff countermeasures and possibly legal action
from the EU. In any event,
Irish America will need to double its advocacy and pressure
on our own government to
hold the UK to its new obligations.
MARTIN McGUINNESS PRINCIPLES
With respect to the GFA specifically, we have been
heavily involved with other Irish American organizations in drafting and promoting the Martin
McGuinness Principles launched in April last year.
The McGuinness Principles highlight the four principal commitments of the Good Friday Agreement
that the UK has ignored. These include Equality, in
particular a Bill of Rights for the North; Respect, to
be manifested in an Irish Language Act; Truth,
through funding for independent legacy inquests;
and Self-Determination, by calling for a referendum
on Irish unity. The campaign aims at increasing
public awareness and putting greater pressure on
the British Government, Congress, and the Irish
Government to hold the UK accountable for its failure to honor its GFA obligations.
The McGuinness Principles have been endorsed by
numerous Irish American organizations, U.S. elected officials, labor unions, politicians of both major
parties, non-aligned groups, and individuals. IAUC
activists have met with over a dozen Congressional
Con’t on Page 14
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The following message has been received by the Committee on the Administration
of Justice in appreciation of the IAUC’s 2018 donation…
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PLEASE JOIN THE IAUC PITTSBURGH CHAPTER FOR
“PATHWAY TO PEACE”
A CELEBRATION OF THE GOOD FRIDAY AGREEMENT
A RADIO DRAMA PERFORMED BY
PICT - PITTSBURGH CLASSIC THEATRE
HOSTED BY MICHAEL BARTLEY
AND NARRATED BY RAY WERNER
WITH OTHER INVITED DISTINGUISHED GUESTS

MUSIC BY
MIKE AND JOHN GALLAGHER AND JIM LAMB
MONDAY, MAY 6, 2019 DOORS OPEN AT 6:00 PM
PRIORY HOTEL & GRAND HALL
614 Pressley St, Pittsburgh 15212
RECEPTION & REMARKS PRIOR TO THE READINGS
SUGGESTED DOOR DONATION: $10.00
FOR PROGRAM BOOK INFORMATION AND QUESTIONS:
EMAIL SARAHM1916@COMCAST.NET PHONE 412-512-9388

CALIFORNIA ACTIVITIES
By George Trainor, Vice President
IAUC San Francisco Chapter President, George Trainor recently met with newly elected Congressman Josh Harder.
Trainor discussed and updated the Congressman on the
latest news on Brexit and other current IAUC points of interest. The Congressman was interested and future meetings are scheduled.
San Francisco IAUC Events Schedule for 2019:
March 16th: Float in San Francisco's 168th Saint
Patrick's Day Parade.
April 21st: Annual 1916 Easter Commemoration @ Holy
Newly elected Congressman Josh Harder with IAUC
Cross Cemetery, Colma.
th
San Francisco Chapter President George Trainor
May 18 : 3rd Annual Irish Hunger Memorial
Commemoration Holy Cross Cemetery TwentySix Mile House 11:00 am
June 12: 10th Annual Irish Hunger Commemoration Saint Anthony's Dining Hall
150 Golden Gate Avenue 10:00 am.
Father Alfred Boeddeker opened the doors of St. Anthony’s Dining Room for the first time on October 4,
1950 in a former auto repair shop and served 400 hot, nutritious meals to his hungry and homeless
neighbors in the Tenderloin of San Francisco. Now, more than 2,000 meals are served daily. The IAUC
started commemorating the Irish Hunger at Saint Anthony's in 2009.
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2019 MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL AND RAFFLE FUNDRASIER
By Kevin Barry, Treasurer

Last month, you should have received a letter from IAUC President Peter Kissel encouraging you to renew your 2019 membership and participate in our annual raffle
for two tickets to Ireland or $1,600.
Renewal of your membership shows your support for the IAUC’s efforts to bring
peace and justice to a united Ireland. As an IAUC member, you help support the important work we do, including the distribution of this newsletter.
Our annual raffle has become one of our most important annual fundraising events.
The winner will receive TWO TICKETS FROM NEW YORK TO IRELAND. If travel to Ireland is not an option, you can choose to accept $1,600 prize instead.
The raffle will be held on Wednesday, April 10, 2019 at the meeting of the 5th & 9th Chapter in Ridgewood, NJ. Should you need additional tickets, please email Kevin Barry at kevinbnj@aol.com
We have received the following message from Linda Ervine, Irish Language Development
Officer at the East Belfast Mission:
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A Conversation with EU Ambassador David O’Sullivan – February 8, 2019
By Peter Kissel, IAUC President
I sat down with the European Union Ambassador to the United States, David O’Sullivan, on February 8 at the
European Delegation’s offices in Washington, to get his views on Brexit’s potential ramifications for Ireland. Ambassador O’Sullivan is set to retire at the end of February after serving in Washington for four
years.
The Ambassador has long been interested in international relations and foreign affairs, stemming from
living in various locales when he was young, including California for grade school, which he describes as
“My technicolor moment when black and white becomes color like in the Wizard of Oz.” As a young man
in 1972, he campaigned for Ireland to join the EU. Ambassador O’Sullivan graduated from Trinity College
Dublin in 1976 and took a position with the Irish Government’s Department of Foreign Affairs. He later
passed competitive exams for European service and was offered a job in Brussels.
I referred Ambassador O’Sullivan to a statement he offered at a forum held by IN-DC and Notre Dame last
October, when he said "...the only obvious way that you can guarantee no infrastructure on the border is
membership of the customs union and the single market for Northern Ireland...that's why people really
insist on having a backstop [so] there is a guarantee that we will still not have a border on the island of
Ireland." The Ambassador affirmed
that in his view “at the current state
of technology that’s [still] the
case.” He acknowledged that the
British believe it’s possible to imagine that technological solutions
could solve the problem, but he emphasized that there currently is no
known technology that can solve the
border conundrum.
He made clear that this is the EU’s
view, not just his own, but that the
backstop is not where either the EU
or the UK want to end up, and that
both sides are passionately committed to finding solutions to their fuA map showing the number of public road crossings in each section of the border
ture relationship which do not involve a hard border. He explained
between Northern Ireland and the Republic . Irish News 3-5-19
that the EU wants to “square the circle” of the UK’s ambitions of leaving the customs union and the single market (or both), that everyone on
both sides wants to accommodate that desire. The problem, he said, is that at the present time nobody
knows how to do that. The EU therefore believes that it is very important to say in the Withdrawal
Agreement that everyone will try very sincerely to avoid the backstop, but in the event that a solution
can’t be found, the EU needs a safety net, a guarantee that avoids a hard border, and that’s what the backstop is.
Ambassador O’Sullivan stressed that he believes that the British Government and Prime Minister May are
acting in good faith, and that she wants to avoid a hard border on the island of Ireland. He recognizes
that the Prime Minister needs a Parliamentary majority, however, and this leads her to try to maneuver
Con’t on Page 9
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as much as possible. Nevertheless, the EU 27 are very clear that as long as there’s not a specific plan, the
backstop is needed as a guarantee against the risk of a hard border.
I referenced the checks required and consequent delays at the Norway Border and other EU boundaries.
The Ambassador noted that there are three existing models: 1) Norway, which is in the single market but
not the customs union and has a hard border; 2) Turkey, which is in a customs union but not the single
market and also has a hard border; and 3) Switzerland, which has a complex set of bilateral agreements
and also has a hard border. Goods imported to the EU in all three situations have to be checked for compliance at the border, and this inevitably leads to inspection lines.
The Ambassador explained that EU negotiator Michel Barnier proposed to make an exception for
Northern Ireland so the EU does not tie the hands of the UK as a whole. Under this proposal, NI would
remain in the customs union and would comply with checks for EU regulatory standards at ports and
airports. This proposal was inspired by the fact that NI is already subjected to checks with respect to
phytosanitary and agricultural products. However, Barnier’s proposal caused [negative] political reactions in the UK and Parliament rejected the Withdrawal Agreement.
Ambassador O’Sullivan further explained that under the Withdrawal Agreement as negotiated, nothing
changes for the transition period through the end of December 2020 or if extended until December 2021
– the entire UK stays in the customs union and the single market. At the end of that period, if the parties
have found a solution, that is ideal, and the new arrangements come into play. If not, then the backstop
kicks in. In that situation, Prime Minister May wants the entire UK to stay in the customs union so as not
to have differentiation between NI and the UK.
We discussed the scenario if the UK crashes out
without a deal, or if the transition period ends
without a deal going forward. In particular, I
asked whether the EU or alternatively the UK
would need to station guards on the border. Ambassador O’Sullivan prefaced his thoughts on his
firm belief that that will not come to pass, i.e.,
that the EU and UK will come to agreement so
that there will not be a no-deal crash-out on
March 29. On the other hand, he believes that
even if the UK leaves without an agreement, the
This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY
immediate effect at the border will be minimal.
He noted that there will be no restrictions on people moving between the two countries because the
Common Travel Area remains in effect. The potential problem in the event of a no deal Brexit will concern the importation and exportation of goods which is why Ireland has looked into the possibility of hiring customs officials. On a positive note, compliance with EU regulations is borne by UK commercial
firms, and they are accustomed to being in line with the EU.
I asked whether he was aware of Irish American organizations such as the IAUC, AOH, the American
Brexit Committee, and Brehon Law Society. He said he was not aware of them, other than a passing
awareness of AOH, and did not realize there were so many organizations.
Ambassador O’Sullivan gave a strong endorsement of his successor, Stavros Lambrinidis, the European
Union Special Representative for Human Rights. Mr. Lambrinidis has served in his current position since
2012, when he was appointed the EU’s first Representative for Human Rights. Born in Athens, he is a
graduate of Amherst College and Yale Law School. He served previously as Chairman of the Committee
for Human Rights of the Washington, D.C. Bar Association.
9

AMERICAN BREXIT COMMITTEE DISCUSSES STRATEGY FOR US-UK TRADE PACT
The IAUC was well represented at the meeting of the American Brexit Committee at John Dearie's
law office on Wednesday, January 23. Jack O'Brien, Leslie Cassidy, Kevin Barry, Jim Gallagher, and
Peter Kissel all traveled to New York to contribute to the strategy session, also attended by members of the AOH and Brehon Law Society.
The group focused on two main items:
1) issuing a statement of concern about Brexit's impact on Ireland and in particular the Good Friday Agreement; and
2) 2) formulating strategy to monitor the anticipated US-UK trade deal and securing conditions on
any such deal to hold the UK to its GFA obligations.
Irish Consul General Ciaran Madden joined us for an hour to exchange thoughts. He affirmed Ireland's position that the backstop will not be abandoned. While he was unable to say too much due
to the sensitivity of Brexit
negotiations, more importantly he heard from
many of us that Ireland
must stand firm, and should
become active in Congress'
consideration of the US-UK
trade pact. He did not offer
any promises but said he
would take our concerns
back to the Irish Government.

American Brexit Committee January 2019
After the meeting, a small group of activists
from AOH and IAUC met up at Molly Wee’s
pub to plan for promoting the Martin
McGuinness Principles.

(Left to Right): James McGlashin, Peter
Kissel, Jack O'Brien, Kevin Barry,
Sean Pender, Rich O’Brien, Larry Prelle,
Dan Dennehy at Molly Wee’s
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BREXIT AND THE UNION - WHICH UNION?
James Gallagher, Past National President

The Union is the much bigger area of concern than
the Border. Actually, the border decision is determined by the Union. But, which Union are we talking about - the controversial geographic Union or
the egregious people related Union? Over the
past almost 100 years the
Union has been a universal disgrace. Will it continue to be so after Brexit, however that is resolved?

solved murders and internment without trial. That
was followed by British Army massacres of Catholic
civilians. This is the behavior of the Union, in western civilized Europe.

In 1998 the United States assisted in producing an
International Agreement, the Good Friday, or Belfast, Agreement (GFA). The
purpose of the GFA was to
address the existing issues
to attempt to produce
peace, justice and equality.
Unfortunately, the British
Government has either ignored or reneged on many
of the agreed upon principles generated in the AgreeThe resulting
ment. Of particular concern,
"Constitutional integrity"
in addition to public ancry by Unionists and the
nouncements about weakBritish Government reening Human Rights in the
fers to an unwritten ConU.K. and the continuance of
stitution in which a Britthe "People related Union", is the British Governish ruling class facilitated religious bigotry using
ment's reneging on its obligation to remain imparthe threat of war. Consider that this Union established a "Protestant Nation for a Protestant People" tial in supporting the newly formed Stormont Government. In 2016, the British Government joined
in Northern Ireland, disregarding the fact that alwith the Democratic Unionist Party (DUP), a polarmost 40% of the
population were Catholic. Since 1921 this joint gov- izing party that refused to sign the GFA. With respect to Brexit the DUP, who are pro-Brexit, act
ernance subjugated, discriminated against and
murdered at will many unarmed and innocent pri- against the majority of the population in Northern
Ireland who voted by 56% to 42% to remain in the
marily Catholic civilians. Police, judiciary courts,
Protestant paramilitaries, Protestant churches and European Union (EU). Yet, the DUP is the only
the British Government security apparatus ruled as Northern Ireland voice in UK negotiations with the
EU. This is in violation of the GFA.
a single body, all overseen by the anti-Catholic
Orange Order. Catholics were forced to tolerate 2nd
What can one expect following Brexit, however it is
class citizenship, and were denied jobs, housing
and the vote. This governing body was, and is, the resolved? Will the Catholic population, now closer
to 50% of the total population in the partitioned six
"People related Union".
counties, continue to be subjugated? Will police irregularities and court biases continue? Will the
Then, in 1968, the Catholic and Nationalist Irish
publicly protested this longstanding bigoted treat- British Government continue to support the shamement with non-violent marches and sit ins, follow- ful governance that is approaching 100 years of
ing TV scenes of Civil Rights marches and demon- practice? Clearly, the "People related Union" is one
strations in the United States. They were met with of arrogance, bigotry, deceit, and bullying. What
violent police and Protestant community respons- have the Catholic and Nationalist populations in the
North to look forward to, more of the same?
es, burned-out houses and neighborhoods, unre-
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Reflections on a Visit to Ireland and New York in 2018
Marie Smith, IAUC Cultural Chair
This past October I returned home to Dublin to visit with family
and remaining friends. As the years fly by, many members may
agree, our circle of friends becomes smaller. Now living in Florida
as the IAUC cultural chair, I have tried to educate my community
and membership on Ireland’s greatest tragedy, the Great Hunger. To that end I have brought to Florida authors such as Tim Pat
Coogan, Peter Quinn, Christine Kinealy, Don Mullan, Tom Hayden
and Robert Scally.
The Irish government has failed to peel back the conspiracy of silence that has surrounded the Great Hunger. In Ireland they still
call it the Great Famine. There was no famine in Ireland at that
time. Plenty of food left Irish ports under military guard while the
native Irish population died of pure hunger or left Ireland on coffin
ships. Charles Trevelyan, the English head of administration for
famine relief stated: “The judgement of God sent the calamity to
teach the Irish a lesson, that calamity must not be too much mitigated. The real evil with which we have to contend is not the physical evil of the famine but evil of the selfish, perverse and turbulent
character of the Irish people.”
In the National Museum in Dublin there is no exhibit to the Great Hunger. The only Irish Famine museum is located at Strokestown Park House, County Roscommon. In 1979, Jim Callery purchased the property and big house from Olive Parkenham Mahon, the last of the Mahon family. When Callery discovered in the basement thousands of letters from tenants to their landlord during the time of the Great
Hunger, his plans for building an industrial complex on the site were scuttled and the famine museum
was born.

A few years ago I attended a conference at the Strokestown museum and big house and noted that the
penal laws were not included. I offered to finance a display, if they would arrange for an artist to illustrate it. During my visit to Strokestown last October I was pleased that the museum had included the
penal laws and had improved its exhibits. If Jim Callery had not preserved the old Mahon estate, we
would not have an Irish Hunger museum in Ireland today.
Another Irishman to be commended is Michael Blanch, a former Dublin taxi cab driver who for the past
ten years has walked the streets of Dublin with his family and friends with banners asking why there is
no famine exhibit at the National Museum in Dublin. He has protested in front of the National Museum
and the Dail, and was finally successful in 2018 in having the government dedicate a famine memorial
day on the third Sunday in May of each year. Please remember to say a prayer on that day for the victims of an Gorta Mor: the Great Hunger. With the help of our own Bill Fahey, memorials on famine mass
graves have been erected around Ireland and overseas. Bill is still working on the beatification of the
hunger victims.
On the Beara Peninsula in County Cork, I visited the site of the new Buddha Temple. According to Tibetan geomancy, the position of the site at Beara is so powerful that this temple has the potential to bring
Con’t on Page 13
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great healing to the immediate locality as well as to Ireland. The temple will be completed by the summer of 2019 and will welcome people from all spiritual traditions. It is hoped that its presence will
bring peace and unity to Ireland.
There have been great improvements to the workhouse in Portumna, in Galway, although they have obtained little funding from the government. [ed. note: the IAUC donated $1000 to the Portumna Workhouse in 2018]. When I visited, an exhibit, “Dark Shadows” by Kieran Tuohy, was on display. These
powerful and provoking bog land pieces transport one’s mind to a scene of damp, stench ridden, wailing
sounds of utter devastating cruelty. One surprising exhibit was dedicated to the Choctaw nation for donating money to the Irish during the Great Hunger. Their Trail of Tears had great parallels to the Irish
experience. During the time of an Gorta Mor there were 163 workhouses open. Today, only a few exist. It is important that we maintain this history. Yearly, when thousands of tourists travel to Ireland,
they remain ignorant of the history of the workhouses. That is why it is so important to support the few
that remain open.
My final visit was to New York City during a bomb scare. A few
years previously, I had contacted a group who intended to
open a tenement museum in New York. At the meeting I expressed my wish that an Irish emigrant family be included in a
proposed museum. To my surprise, there is a now a Tenement
Museum at 103 Orchard Street, New York. They now have a
large shopping area close by where books and photos can be
purchased. Tours were arranged for visitors: German, French,
Polish and Irish. I took the Irish tour and when it commenced I
noted my tour guide was Chinese. She could recount the history of the Irish family who lived in the tenement but had no
knowledge herself of the Great Hunger.
In conclusion, there have been rapid changes in Ireland in the
past few years. Our nation’s emigrant population has grown,
and I worry about keeping our history. Our Irish diaspora
stands at 70 million and much of the diaspora supports the
Irish economy through tourism. It is hoped that Britain’s exit
from the EU will improve the Irish economy as companies previously located in the UK scramble to find sites in Ireland.
Ireland must go forward but must also look back and peel
away the silence surrounding An Gorta Mor and other atrocities. As knowledgeable Irish-Americans we
must educate our communities, and as we watch the human tragedy that is occurring at our own border,
we can see the similarity to An Gorta Mor – the separation of families, parents surrendering their children in the hope of a brighter future. Our ancestors walked this road, we are the survivors.
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ENGLAND’S DIFFICULTY. . . BREXIT
IS IRELAND’S OPPORTUNITY

unified nation. Several factors will drive this. Most
importantly, Brexit has shown people in the North
that it is at best an unwanted appendage to Britain,
Con’t from Page 4….
and at worst a nuisance. First the Brexit campaign
virtually ignored its impact on the North. Second,
representatives and continue to seek endorsethroughout the long debate in Parliament, the
ments. With our fellow Irish American organizations, we are determined to see that this initiative North has been disrespected and dismissed as unimportant, “the tail trying to wag the dog.” Third,
forces fulfillment of the signatories’ GFA obligations. This will be a major focus this year, and I ask the North is now being thrown under the big red
Brexit bus in the UK’s desperate effort to obtain a
that our members join in promoting the McGuinwithdrawal deal with the EU.
ness Principles before their local elected bodies
and media outlets.
56% of Northerners voted to remain in the EU, and
polls suggest that number has gone up due to the
US-UK TRADE AGREEMENT
Relatedly, the IAUC, in cooperation with the Ameri- treatment they have received from London. Similarly, in the event of a hard Brexit, more Northern
can Brexit Committee, is petitioning Congress to
condition any US-UK trade agreement on Britain’s citizens now favor unification with Ireland than
compliance with its GFA obligations. These obliga- favor remaining with the UK. Notwithstanding the
caveat (hard Brexit), this is the first poll which
tions are principally the four elements of the
McGuinness Principles. Any such trade agreement shows a plurality favoring unification. Correspondwill provide an unprecedented opportunity for U.S. ingly, polls in the Republic reveal a growing disoversight of the UK’s compliance with the GFA, and trust of the UK and overwhelming support for
the real likelihood of sanctions in the event of con- avoiding a hard border, portending growing sentiment in the South for the North’s predicament. It
tinued non-compliance.
would be most appropriate that the approaching
centenary of the failed statelet should be the signal
As the title to this column suggests, in addition to
potential new economic benefits for the Republic, bell for its collapse. Then, and only then, can true
Brexit presents a generational opportunity for Ire- equality, equal justice, and real peace come to the
land to achieve in the near-term its destiny as one North. It is indeed time for the “reckoning.”
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IRISH BOOKS FOR AMERICA’S LIBRARIES!
Ed Walsh, Board Member
Anyone of Irish descent looking in their local
library for books on Irish history or culture is
likely to be disappointed at the small selection available in spite of all the tremendous
contributions the Irish have made to this
wonderful nation -- hundreds of thousands
killed or wounded in the Civil War, through
two World Wars to save the human race, plus
the Korean and Vietnam Wars; helping to
build our nation from its first beginnings; digging out the mines; building the homes and
buildings in the cities; establishing commerce
across the nation; serving as police officers
and elected officials to help make us a nation
of laws & stability.
Why is there so little recognition of the Irish people’s contributions? We need to address that oversight
now, lest the Irish be totally forgotten in the U.S. as a valiant contributor. We need to begin by talking to
our children, grandchildren, and great grandchildren (Kath & I have four of these) about Irish men’s &
women's contributions and by extolling readership of our tremendous contributions to this blessed nation and the world – this is where we need to do a little work because nationwide our library systems
have dramatically underrepresented the Irish in literature and educational forums.
What some of us have found in New York & Florida, when we've looked in our local libraries for books
on our heritage (in Dewey #941.5), is that libraries respond to what patrons request. The easy aspect is
that library systems are happy to accommodate, but we simply haven't requested very much, especially
compared to some other ethnic groups. Let's change that!
Library managements want to hear from their patrons and readers what they are interested in, and
many have the budgets to get the books and DVDs that are requested. We should ask for many Irish
books rather than just a few – we want to fill the shelves with our books. Remember, libraries do monitor whether books are taken out, so suggest this subject for readership to friends and others. Google
"Irish History Books" for a wide selection to present, as librarians perhaps don't know much about
books covering Irish history.
Let’s remember that March is designated as "Irish History Month" and libraries can and should be recognizing it the same as they do other ethnic & racial groups. Also, please keep in mind that our local tax
dollars support all libraries – we keep them in business, and they need us and are thankful for support
and suggestions. All we have to do is ask. So let’s do it!
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We Can’t Do This Alone. Please Join or Renew Your Membership to the IAUC.
Complete and mail this page or
Dues:
join online at our website www.iauc.og
General Member: $30.00
Irish American Unity Conference
Family: $40.00
PO Box 55573
Senior Citizen or Student: $20.00
Washington, DC 20040
Attention: Sarah McAuliffe-Bellin
YES! I SUPPORT THE IAUC AND IRISH UNITY. ENCLOSED IS MY CHECK IN THE AMOUNT OF:
$______________ FOR [ ] MEMBERSHIP AND/OR I PAY DUES TO MY CHAPTER [ ] BUT WANT TO
SHOW MY SUPPORT FOR THE WORK OF THE IAUC WITH A DONATION IN THE AMOUNT OF
[ ] $10

[ ] $25

[ ] $50

[ ] $100

[ ] $250

[ ] OTHER: $_________________

Name: ____________________________________________________________________________
Address:_________________________________________________________________________
City, State & Zip:________________________________________________________________
Email____________________________________________________ Phone_____________________________________
Checks or money orders should be made payable to “IAUC”.
Questions or Comments? Call Sarah McAuliffe-Bellin at 888-295-5077 or 412-512-9388. Leave a message and the best
time to call. Or email her at sarahm1916@comcast.net

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
IRISH AMERICAN UNITY CONFERENCE
PO BOX 55573 Washington, DC 20040
Toll free: 888-295-5077 Web: www.iauc.org
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